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Does commodity dependence slow
development?
Commodity-dependent countries are not doomed-provided policies and an
active private sector help promote growth.

Because of an association with weak export (which makes economic management diffi- - _

and income growth, commodity dependence cult), and declining prices of commodities ALTHOUGH

has long been considered a barrier to eco- relative to prices of manufactured goods.
nomic development. This pessimism resur- The consequences of commodity depen- COMMODITY

faced in the 1980s, when commodity prices dence have been debated since the 1950s. DEPENDENCE

plummeted. Theories purporting to explain Several theories have been proposed. The first
the relationship between commodity depen- and most prominent was the Prebisch-Singer
dence and economic stagnation suggest the hypothesis (1950), which argued that com- CHALLENGES,

difficulties that commodity-dependent coun- modity-dependent countries have trouble OOD POLCIES

tries can face in fostering economic develop- increasing their income and exports because
ment. Yet at the initial stage, commodity sec- of an enduring decline in the terms of trade AND A STRONG

tor development is one of the few options for commodity barter (prices of commodities
many developing countries have for accelerat- relative to prices of manufactured goods).
ing economic growth. The collapse in commodity prices in the CAN HELP OVER-

Statistical analyses and case studies indi- 1980s reinforced the notion that commodity
cate that commodity dependence does not prices have been and will continue to be on a
necessarily hinder economic growth. But downward trend.
growth does require appropriate government There are, however, indications that com-
policies and a vibrant private sector. To sup- modity price movements during the 1980s
port commodity sector growth, governments were caused by the disintegration of the
should not intervene in the market, but Soviet Union (which caused demand for
rather should create an enabling environment commodities in the former Soviet republics
for private sector development. to drop sharply), the collapse of international

commodity agreements, and other historical

Well-placed pessimism? aberrations. Between 1920 and 1980 nonfuel
commodity prices fluctuated but remained

Several phenomena explain why it can be largely stable (figure 1), and the commodity
difficult for commodity-dependent countries boom of the mid-1990s suggest that the
to increase their income and exports: the declining prices of the 1980s are unlikely to
Dutch disease syndrome, the adding-up continue. One reason is the price response of
problem, high commodity price volatility commodity production. The extremely low
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prices of many commodities in the early 1 990s Figure I. Commodity prices have been stable
discouraged producers, causing world produc- for most of this century
tion of several commodities (such as coffee and (Price index: 1977-79=100)

200
grains) to fall. This cutback led to higher prices

in the mid- I 990s. Thus commodity dependence 150

pessimism based on the experience of the 1980s 100
may be misleading. A

Further, most studies of commodity prices so

analyze commodity price indexes. For example, o
the price index of nonfuel commodities 1900 1910 1920 1930 1940 1950 1960 1970 1980 1990

Note: Shows the price index of nonfuel commodities, deflated by thedeclined sharply in the early 1920s and again manufacturesunitvalue.

between the late 1970s and early 1990s (see fig- Source: Grill and Yang 1988.

ure 1). But commodity dependence analysis commodity do not increase in proportion to an

based on such indexes is becoming less appro- increase in export volume because of the price-
priate for many commodity-dependent coun- depressing effect of the increased volume. Only
tries because the export shares of nontradition- a few countries face this problem.

al commodities-which are not included in

these indexes-are becoming more significant. Policies to grow with
The commodities included in the Grilli and

The export shares Yang (1988) index in figure 1 are mainly tradi- These difficulties are real, but they are not

of nontraditional tional ones whose share of world commodity insurmountable. Commodity dependence is
trade has been falling-from 64 percent in often a symptom of low economic growth, not

commodities are 1961 to 45 percent in 1993. This decline a cause. To achieve export growth, commodity-

becoming more reflects spectacular growth in nontraditional dependent countries need timely and appropri-

significant exports such as fishery and horticultural com- ate policies that alleviate the adverse effects of
modities (figure 2). commodity dependence. Specific policies that

A recent study by Hausmann and Gavin are crucial to sound commodity sector develop-
(1995) identified commodity price volatility as ment are discussed below.
one of the main factors hindering economic

development in commodity-dependent coun- Unpegging exchange rates

tries. The study argues that volatile prices and the Empirical evidence and the study by Hausmann
fluctuating export revenues they induce make it and Gavin (1995) suggest that many developing

difficult for these countries to maintain stable countries with a pegged exchange rate regime

economies. But while it is true that these coun- have trouble managing their economies. This

tries experience volatile terms of trade, the effect finding indicates that flexible exchange rates are

of price volatility on exports, income, and invest- essential to alleviating Dutch disease and the

ment is not clear except in coffee- and petrole- adding-up problem.

um-exporting countries during the 1980s. Commodity-dependent countries with pegged
Two other well-known problems arise in exchange rates also have a harder time adjusting

commodity-dependent countries-Dutch dis- their economies to terms of trade shocks.

ease and the adding-up problem. Dutch disease, Adjustment is even more difficult when a coun-
which results from commodity booms and busts, try's currency remains overvalued for a prolonged

generates significant appreciation of the period. When exchange rates are overvalued, the
exchange rate, which adversely affects nonboom- market anticipates devaluation. This anticipation

ing export and import substitution sectors. Thus often spurs capital flight and lowers investment.

Dutch disease could have a significant adverse
effect on commodity-dependent economies. Eliminating market controls and dismantling

The adding-up problem occurs when a coun- state-owned enterprises

try's (or group of countries') share of a com- Governments often intervene in commodity
modity is so large that export revenues from that markets by implementing market controls and



Figure 2. Fast-integrating countries have been more successful at diversifying their commodity
export structures
Commodity exports from fast integrators, 1990 Commodity exports from non-oil exporting slow integrators,
(Chile, Indonesia, Malaysia, and Thailand) 1990

Coffee, cocoa, and tea 1 972 Coffee, cocoa, and tea 1972

Fats and oils Fats and oils

Fruits and vegetables Fruits and vegetables

Sugar Sugar

Cotton Cotton

Other agriculture Other agriculture

Total agriculture Total agriculture

Metals and minerals Metals and minerals

Fishery Fishery

0 4,000 8,000 12,000 16,000 0 10,000 20,000 30,000

Thousands of U.S. dollars Millions of U.S. dollars

Note Fast-integrating countries had low ratios of trade to GDP and FDI to GDP and strong creditworthiness ratings.
Source. World Bank 1996.

protecting dominant state-owned enterprises. to 47,600 tons in 1993/94. And export volume

These interventions usually distort market sig- increased sixfold between 1990 and 1993.
nals and dampen market responses, especially in

the long run. They also can impede the reorien- Attractingforeign capital and new technology
tation of commodity sectors from traditional to Many successful commodity exporters have Government can
nontraditional commodities. been aided by governments that created a favor- play an important

State-owned enterprises often have very high able environment for the transfer of foreign cap- role in promoting
production and marketing costs. For example, ital and technology. In these countries govern-
the marketing costs for cocoa are two to three ment and the private sector attract foreign capi- commodity exports

times higher in C6te d'Ivoire and Ghana, where tal and technology in a complementary man-
the marketing is controlled by state-owned enter- ner-the government creates the enabling con-

prises, than in Malaysia and Indonesia, where ditions for investment, which encourages the

markets are liberalized. Moreover, most of the private sector to maximize its efforts to attract it.
recent increase in mining output in Africa has Governments' main contribution to the
come from private enterprises, while output from expansion of commodity exports have been to

public enterprises has stagnated or even declined. encourage research and development, dissemi-
One of the main reasons for this difference in nate market information, provide subsidies or

performance is that private enterprises have favorable tax treatment, develop physical facili-

access to the management and technical skills of ties and transport infrastructure, and promote

international mining companies, which in turn exports. Government can play an important role

are able to mobilize the financing needed for in promoting commodity exports-especially
exploration and investment. when it collaborates with the private sector.

In several commodity-dependent countries
liberalization has drastically changed systems for Promoting research and extension

marketing and exporting commodities. This has The rapid growth of palm oil exports in
been the case with coffee in Uganda and C6re Malaysia and Indonesia underscores the impor-

d'Ivoire, coffee and cocoa in Cameroon, and tance of research and extension in commodities.

coffee, cotton, and cashews in Tanzania. In Because of intensive research, palm oil produc-

Tanzania liberalization attracted a large number tion in both countries has expanded greatly:
of private traders-including many foreign and between 1961 and 1993 Malaysia increased its

foreign-affiliated ones-who now purchase and share in world production from 7 to 51 percent,
export cashews. As a result farmgate prices more and Indonesia increased its share from 10 to 24
than doubled (in real terms) between 1988/89 percent. Other examples of research-driven
and 1991/92. Production, which had fluctuated commodity export growth include tomatoes in
around 20,000 tons in the late 1980s, increased Mexico, grapes in Chile, poultry in Thailand,



shrimp in China and Thailand, soybeans in modity-exporting countries. These include the
Brazil and Argentina, and cut flowers in Kenya. general global trend toward trade liberalization,

sharp increases in capital and technology trans-
Developing essential transport and communication fers, and high income growth in many develop-
inftastructure ing countries, notably China and India, where
One of the most important roles of government income elasticity and hence commodity demand
in commodity-dependent countries is to provide is likely to be high. Countries that have the right
the physical, financial, and legal infrastructure policies can seize the opportunity to become suc-
required to attract private investment in com- cessful commodity exporters. But for countries
modities. Good transport and communication that fail to adapt to new demands and opportu-
systems are essential to viable commodity sec- nities, pessimism about commodity dependence
tors. Without such systems, countries cannot can become a self-fulfilling prophecy.
compete in global commodity markets. Since -Nanae Yabuki and Takamasa Akiyama
developing these systems is costly, governments
should identify priority sectors and develop sys- Further reading
tems that maximize the potential gains in these
sectors. Grilli, Enzo, and Maw-Cheng Yang. 1988. "Primary

The availability of adequate transport facili- Commodity Prices, Manufactured Goods Prices, and the
ties was one ofthemainreasonsfortherapTerms of Trade of Developing Countries: What the

ties was one of the main reasons for the rapid LogRnSws"TeWrdBkEoomcevw
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commodity- systems because horticulture products are per- Prebisch, Raul. 1950. The Economic Development of Latin

exporting countries ishable. In addition, the markets for these com- America and Its Principal Problems. New York: United
modities can change quickly, and exporters need Nations Economic Commission for Latin America.

to know the latest market developments. The Singer, H.W 1950. "The Distribution of Grains Between
rapid growth of horticulture exports in Chile, Investing and Borrowing Countries." American

Colombia, and Kenya would not have been pos- Economic Review Papers and Proceedings 40.

sible without good communication systems. Yabuki, Nanae, and Takamasa Akiyama. 1996. "Is

Commodity-Dependence Pessimism Justified? Critical

From pessimism to promise Factors and Government Policies that Characterize
Dynamic Commodity Sectors." Policy Research

World commodity markets are becoming more Working Paper 1600. World Bank, Washington, D.C.
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ments could provide new opportunities for com- Developing Countries 1996. Washington, D.C.
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